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What are consumer laws?





The federal government introduced the Australian Consumer Law in 2011, to replace the old Trade Practices Act.The new law was designed to give clarity and better consumer protection, however there are still gaps which the government have recently recognised.There have been a number of consumer/industry reviews conducted and the government have released their findings.Some changes have already been implemented while others are currently going through the Regulatory Impact Assessment Phase.While most of my focus has been on consumer protection in the Automotive industry, the changes will affect ALL retailers, manufacturers and Australian consumers.
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Vehicle Problems?





You can report your vehcile problem to me through my free database. 
If I already have a relationship with your vehicle manufacturer I will immediately forward it to them for action. If I don't have a relationship with your vehicle manufacturer, I will see if I can find a contact at that manufacturer to sent your message to.
You can lodge your complaint by clicking on the green button below: 




report your problem vehicle to me here





















Government review of the Australian Consumer Law





Due to increasing pressure from consumers and full support of the Attorney General of Queensland and consumer affairs ministers, Consumer Affairs Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) began a review of the Australian Consumer Law in 2015.
The review considered the effectiveness of the current Australian Consumer Law (introduced in 2011) and whether the law was sufficiently flexible to address new and emerging issues. 
This review incuded public consultation by providing opportunities for interested stakeholders to have their say on whether the law is working effectively and what could be improved.
The review concluded in March 2017 with CAANZ providing consumer affairs ministers with a Final Report. 
There were a number of important recommendations made in this report, some of which were adopted immediately and others that are currently going through the government regulatory impact assessment phase right now.

On 1st September 2019, the Qld Government increased the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) limit from $25,000 to $100,000 to ensure that vehicle owners have access to a tribunal if a resolution cannot be agreed with the dealership or manufacturer.
Get the latest updates below:




Australian Consumer Law Review updates
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Phone




07 5313 7874





Email




ashton@ashtonwood.com.au







Address




P.O. Box 1440
Mooloolaba Queensland 
Australia 4557
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